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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. PURPOSE
The purpose of this report is to provide an accurate representation of the present condition of
the Mohamed Property (property) as it relates to the easement language and restrictions as of
the date of the recording (April 28, 2008) of the Conservation Easement. The property is named
for Joseph Mohamed Sr., trustee of the Joseph Mohamed Sr. and Shirley M. Mohamed
Charitable Remainder Unitrust II, who is listed as “grantor” on the Conservation Easement. The
Conservation Easement for the property is attached as Appendix A.
The Easement Documentation Report for Alhambra Farms, Sacramento County, California (EDR;
Williams Wildland Consulting 2005) was used as a reference of the past conditions of the
Alhambra Farms property, part of which (80 acres) is covered under the Conservation Easement
and referred to as the Mohamed Property. The information and photographs provided herein
represent the condition of the property as of February 11, 2009.

1.2 LOCATION
The property is located in south-central Sacramento County, to the southeast of the Elk Grove
city limit southeast of the intersection at Grant Line Road and Wilton Road (Figure 1). The
property is bordered by Deer Creek on the northwestern end and the Cosumnes River on the
southeastern end (Figure 2). The property covered under the Conservation Easement is
approximately 80 acres, which is contained within a single legal parcel, assessor parcel number
(APN) 126-0510-001-0000.

2. METHODS
A site visit to the property was conducted on February 11, 2009 by City of Elk Grove biologist,
Jessica Griggs, to note features relevant to the Conservation Easement agreement and to take
surface reference photos. On the day of the site visit, the weather was overcast with an outside
temperature of approximately 50 degrees Fahrenheit (TWC 2009).
United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) National Agricultural Imagery Program (NAIP)
aerial photos (2005) and digitized parcel boundaries were used as references and as base layers
for maps. Maps were created using ArcView software.
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Photographs of the property were taken with an 8.0 megapixel Nikon Coolpix L18 digital
camera, five feet above the ground. Photos stations were recorded on an aerial photograph
and digitized using ArcGIS software. Figure 2 shows the locations of the photo stations. A
description of each photo station location and each scene photographed is included in
Appendix B. Photo reference numbers start with the number of a fixed photo station (e.g., P1,
P2), and are followed by a letter denoting the direction toward which the camera was pointed.
For example, photo P1-S is a photo taken at photo station 1 looking toward the south, and P1-N
is a photo taken from the same fixed location but looking toward the north. The geographic
coordinates and a brief locality description for each photo station are found in Appendix C.

3. DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPERTY AND EASEMENT
The property’s legal description is provided in Exhibit A of the Conservation Easement, which is
enclosed as Appendix A of this report. As mentioned previously, the property is approximately 80
acres. The property consists of one narrow, 50-acre portion of the parcel that is oriented in a
northwest to southeast direction perpendicular to Deer Creek and a second 30-acre portion of
the parcel that borders the 50-acre strip on the northwestern end of the property, as shown in
Figure 2. The other characteristics of the property are described below under Sections 3.6
Infrastructure and Buildings and 3.7 Conservation Features.

3.1 PURPOSE OF THE CONSERVATION EASEMENT
The multiple resource conservation purposes of the Conservation Easement are to preserve and
protect in perpetuity (a.) the availability of the property for agriculture by protecting the
property from development pressure; (b.) the conservation and habitat values of the property as
foraging and/or nesting habitat for Swainson’s hawks (Buteo swainsonii) and for other wildlife
essential for maintaining Swainson’s hawk habitat, including the processes which sustain that
habitat; and (c.) the open space character of the property which is an important public benefit
and is consistent with the availability of the property for wildlife habitat and agricultural uses
(Appendix A).

3.2 SURROUNDING PROPERTIES
As mentioned previously, the property is bordered by Deer Creek along the northwestern end
and the Cosumnes River along the southeastern end (Figure 2). Directly to the northeast of the
property, there are grape vineyards. To the southwest of the property there is the Cosumnes
River and a portion of its undeveloped floodplain. The remainder of the surrounding land to the
north and northeast of the property are predominately agricultural estates, a form of rural
residential land use with parcels that are typically five to 20 acres in size.

3.3 HISTORIC AGRICULTURAL PRACTICES
According to the 2005 EDR, the property was operated as a dairy up until the mid-1980s (Williams
Wildland Consulting 2005). At this time, the farmland wherein the current 80-acre property
boundary is located was used to grow alfalfa and grain to feed dairy cows. The dairy barn and
main operations buildings were located in the upland areas north of Deer Creek, which is
located outside of the current property boundary. Since the mid-1980s, the leveled farmland on
the property has been traditionally planted with annual row or field crops, including tomatoes,
sugar, beets, corn, beans, and grains such as wheat and barley (Williams Wildland Consulting
2005).
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3.4 CURRENT AGRICULTURAL PRACTICES
Nearly all of the farmland within the property has been leveled and planted with field crops. At
the time of the February 11, 2009 site visit, the fields within the property had been recently disked
and planted with a low-lying, “grain-rye grass hybrid field crop” that appeared to be about two
to five inches tall (pers. comm. Mohamed 2009).
Farm improvements include (a.) an irrigation system comprised of a 40 horsepower (hp) electric
well pump, located along the southeastern edge of the 30-acre portion within the property (see
photo P5-SE; Appendix B); (b.) underground concrete pipes for irrigation; and (c.) above ground
power lines that connect the electric well pump to two other electric well pumps located offsite
on an adjacent parcel to the southwest, which is under the same ownership as the Mohamed
Property (pers. comm. Mohamed 2009). The remaining non-farmed acreage within the property
includes a single interior dirt road that begins near the central-northwestern end of the property
and continues through the center of the property along the edge between the 30-acre and the
50-acre portions of the property until it terminates at the southeastern end of the property at the
levee (see photo P2-SE; Appendix B).

3.5. CURRENT WATER USES
Irrigation water is pumped from the electric well pump located on the southeastern edge of the
30-acre portion of the property and delivered to the fields via underground concrete piping
found throughout the property (see photo P5-SE, Appendix B). Crops are irrigated above ground
by means of flood, ditch, or sprinkler irrigation. Irrigation water is also occasionally pumped out of
the Cosumnes River via a removable pump powered by a tractor power take-off (PTO). The
current water uses are similar to what has been reported previously (Williams Wildland Consulting
2005).

3.6 INFRASTRUCTURE AND BUILDINGS
Residences and Other Buildings
There are no existing buildings on the property. Since the property is prone to seasonal flooding
due to its location in the flood plains of Deer Creek and the Cosumnes River, the Conservation
Easement does not allow any residences or human-occupied buildings on the property. The
Conservation Easement allows for the maintenance, repair, replacement, or rebuilding of
existing structures and improvements provided that such replacement structures/improvements
shall be of the same square footage as the structures/improvements that they replace, shall be
rebuilt in the same general location, and in a manner consistent with the purposes of the
Conservation Easement. Currently, there are no plans to construct any new buildings on the
property; therefore, the property is consistent with the requirements of the Conservation
Easement.

3.7 FENCES AND ROADS
As of the February 11, 2009 site visit, there are no fences on the property. There are two dirt
roads, herein referred to as the “upper” and “lower access” roads, which provide outside
vehicle access to the property (Figure 2). The lower access road is accessed from 9141 Mooney
Road and the upper access road is accessed from 8705 Grant Line Road; both roads provide
access to the northwestern end of the property and have low-water crossings at Deer Creek.
The low-water creek crossings consist of concrete slabs overlying steel pipes.
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There are several unimproved dirt roads within and surrounding the property. A dirt road is
located along the northwestern end of the property, which starts from the lower access road
crossing at Deer Creek and terminates near the center of the northwestern edge of the 30-acre
portion of the property. This road’s terminus is denoted by photo station 5 on Figure 2. Another
dirt road runs along the top of the levee adjacent to the Cosumnes River along the southeastern
border of the property. Another interior dirt road starts from the northwestern end of the
property, near photo station 2 (Figure 2), and terminates at the dirt road atop the levee
adjacent to the Cosumnes River. This dirt road runs through the interior of the property along the
edge between the 30-acre portion and the 50-acre portion of the property. This road is visible in
the aerial photograph of the property, shown in Figure 2. The type, location and size of the roads
observed within the property during the February 11, 2009 site visit are similar to what has been
reported previously (Williams Wildland Consulting 2005). The property is consistent with the
requirements of the Conservation Easement for fences and roads.

3.8 DITCHES AND CANALS
There are a few shallow drainage ditches that carry water from the irrigated fields off of the
property. The southeastern end of the property is the highest area of the property and so water
runoff generally flows west and north into Deer Creek near the northwestern end of the property.
The location and size of the drainage ditches observed within the property during the February
11, 2009 site visit are similar to what has been reported within the property previously (Williams
Wildland Consulting 2005). The property is consistent with the requirements of the Conservation
Easement for ditches and canals.

3.9 CONSERVATION FEATURES
Riparian Corridors
The northwestern and southeastern ends of the property are bordered by riparian corridors that
are adjacent to Deer Creek and the Cosumnes River, respectively (Figure 2). The overstory of the
Deer Creek riparian corridor is dominated by mature Valley oak (Quercus lobata), Oregon ash
(Fraxinus latifolia), Fremont’s cottonwood (Populus fremontii), box-elder (Acer negundo), and
California black walnut (Juglans californica var. hindsii). The dominant understory species consist
of poison-oak (Toxicodendron diversilobrum), wild grape (Vitis californica), Himalayan blackberry
(Rubus discolor), California rose (Rosa californica) and poison hemlock (Conium maculatum).
The overstory of the Cosumnes River riparian corridor consists of Valley oaks and several species
of willow (Salix spp.), which are broadly spaced, allowing the riparian area to be generally more
scrub-like in appearance.
Both the Deer Creek and the Cosumnes River riparian corridors bordering the property provide
suitable nesting habitat for Swainson’s hawks due to the size and proximity of the large trees
found within the riparian corridors to the farmed fields within the property. Generally, Swainson’s
hawks utilize nesting sites in large trees bordering open fields due to the availability of foraging
opportunities and prey items in close proximity to their nesting sites. These riparian habitats also
provide suitable foraging and cover habitat for a variety of wildlife species including prey items
for Swainson’s hawks. According to the 2005 EDR, Swainson’s hawks were suspected of nesting in
the large Valley oaks along Deer Creek near the northwestern end of the property (Williams
Wildland Consulting 2005). As of the February 11, 2009 site visit, evidence of past nesting sites (i.e.,
stick nests) were not observed within the riparian corridor near Deer Creek. Although no nests
were observed, the riparian corridors of Deer Creek and the Cosumnes River adjacent to the
property provide suitable nesting habitat for Swainson’s hawks.
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Influences Regarding Winter Role
At the southeastern end of the property, there is a levee adjacent to the Cosumnes River that
protects the property from seasonal flooding events; however, seasonal flooding has been
known to occur in the northwestern end of the property due to seasonal inundation from Deer
Creek (Williams Wildland Consulting 2005). Flood waters flowing across the northwestern end of
the property have been known to cause substantial erosion and sediment loads (Williams
Wildland Consulting 2005).

Uplands, Trees, Cropland and Open Space
Nearly all of the farmed land on the property has been leveled and planted with field crops. As
of the February 11, 2009 site visit, the fields had been recently disked and planted with a “grainrye grass hybrid field crop” that appeared to be roughly two to five inches tall (pers. comm.
Mohamed 2009). This low-lying field crop provides suitable foraging habitat for Swainson’s hawks
due to the high visibility and accessibility of prey items within the low ground cover.
There is a row of trees lining the interior dirt road that runs down the center of the property from
the northwestern end to the southeastern end, dividing the 30-acre portion of the property from
the 50-acre portion of the property. These trees cannot fully develop because they are regularly
trimmed to prevent damage to the powerlines that run alongside this dirt road. These trees do
not provide suitable nesting sites for Swainson’s hawk; however, suitable nesting habitat for
Swainson’s hawk was observed in the riparian corridors of Deer Creek and the Cosumnes River in
the vicinity of the property, as described previously under the subheading Riparian Corridors
above.

4. CONCLUSIONS
4.1 ADHERENCE TO THE EASEMENT REQUIREMENTS
Review of the Conservation Easement (Appendix A) for the property revealed that the activities
and practices observed during the site visit were permitted uses. The farming practices (grain-rye
grass crop) observed during the February 11, 2009 site visit are allowed under the requirements of
the Conservation Easement.
The requirements set forth in the Conservation Easement state that no residences or humanoccupied buildings are permitted within the property because the property is prone to seasonal
flooding due to its location within the flood plains of Deer Creek and the Cosumnes River.
Currently, there are no plans to construct any buildings on the property; therefore, the property is
in compliance with the requirements of the Conservation Easement.

4.2 QUALITY OF SWAINSON’S HAWK FORAGING HABITAT WITHIN THE PROPERTY
The property consists of high-quality foraging habitat for Swainson’s hawks. The low-lying field
crop provides excellent foraging habitat for Swainson’s hawks because it allows for clear visibility
and accessibility of prey items within the fields. In addition, according to the California
Department of Fish and Game (CDFG) California Natural Diversity Database (CNDDB) records,
there are 55 previously recorded occurrences of Swainson’s hawks within a ten-mile radius of the
property (CDFG 2009). Since numerous Swainson’s hawk nests have been recorded in the
surrounding area, it is reasonable to assume that Swainson’s hawks nest in the vicinity of the
property and could use the property as foraging habitat. In addition, the large oak, cottonwood
and willow trees around the perimeter of the property (associated with the riparian corridors
along Deer Creek and the Cosumnes River) represent suitable nesting habitat for Swainson’s
hawk.
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APPENDIX B: DOCUMENTATION PHOTOS
APPENDIX B: DOCUMENTATION PHOTOS
P1-NE: Low water crossing at Deer Creek. This is the P2-NE: South side of Deer Creek and surrounding
upper access road.
riparian woodland on the left.

P2-E: View of field planted with grass for hay P2-SE: View of utility line along dirt interior road that
production.
divides the 30-acre and 50-acre parcels.

P3-S: View of field near the northern portion of the P2-SW: View of levee road along edge of Deer
property, riparian corridor surrounding Cosumnes Creek (to the right).
River is in the background.
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P3-N: View of water pump at Deer Creek to the P4-NE: View of low water crossing at Deer Creek. The
southwest of the upper access road.
upper access road is in the center.

P4-SW: View of the south side of Deer Creek riparian P5-NE: View riparian woodland to the south of Deer
woodland downstream to the southeast of the Creek and the edge of the field.
upper access road.

P5-S: View of recently disked field, planted with P5-SE: View of recently disked field, planted with
grain-rye grass hybrid field crop.
grain-rye grass hybrid field crop.
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P5-SE: View of electric well pump on the edge of the P5-SW: View of the row of trees and electricity posts
30-acre portion of the property, located to the right that run between the 30-acre portion and the 50of the electricity post.
acre portion.

P5-W: View of 30-acre portion of the property with
the 50-acre portion in the background.
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APPENDIX C: PHOTO STATION COORDINATES AND LOCALITY NOTES
Photo
Point

UTM – E(m)

UTM – N(m)

Description

P1

650460

4254620

At the upper access road to the property, that crosses Deer
Creek.

P2

650483

4254602

At the northwestern end of the property, near the start of
the interior dirt road (with the adjacent power line) that
runs the length of the edge between the 30-acre and 50acre portions of the property.

P3

650411

4254592

At the northwestern corner of the property, taken from the
dirt road adjacent to Deer Creek.

P4

650437

4254607

At the northwestern end of the property, taken from the dirt
road adjacent to Deer Creek.

P5

650573

4254686

At the northwestern end of the property, taken at the
terminus of the dirt road that runs along the majority of the
property’s northwestern end.
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